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OPTIMISING THE SMART OFFICE:
A MARRIAGE OF TECHNOLOGY AND
PEOPLE
BY CHARLES MCLELLAN

Image: iStockphoto/Tzido

We’ve all suffered bad days at the office. You forgot your RFID pass for the door-entry system and had to
call reception to gain access. Your favourite hot-desking spot was occupied, the office was too cold, and the
strip-lighting above the spare desk you finally found was too bright. Later, you struggled with a meeting room’s
audio-visual equipment before an important video-conferencing session, and the resulting stress meant you
didn’t perform well. Towards the end of a long day, at short notice, your boss requested strategic ideas for an
upcoming planning meeting, but by this time you were tired and lacked inspiration. On the commute home,
nursing a headache, you seriously thought about looking for a different place of work.
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Thankfully, not every office actively conspires to ruin your day—at least, not every day. But the fact is that the
design and management of workplaces has a profound effect on the productivity, creativity and engagement
of those who work in them. The above example shows that even a modern office equipped with up-to-date
technology can deliver an unproductive and unsatisfying work experience. If repeated too often, this could
result in increased staff turnover and affect a business’s bottom line.
So, can the brave new world of the ‘smart’ office, bristling with IoT sensors and AI technology, help to
improve things? Or is the ‘smart’ component as much to do with creating a congenial work environment and
managing it sympathetically as it is with deploying cutting-edge technology?

WORKPLACES TODAY
A snapshot of the current state of play in the workplace was provided
by Microsoft in its recent Digital culture: Your competitive advantage
report, which canvassed opinion from 20,476 workers in large (250+
employees) and small (50-250 employees) businesses across 21 European
countries. Microsoft sought information on the technology in use in these
businesses, and workers’ attitudes to their jobs and their performance.
“Impactful digital transformation isn’t really about IT. It’s about people.
This is where company culture comes in,” said the report. A key concept
is that of ‘digital culture’, which the report defined as “Shared, underlying,
and deep-rooted basic assumptions, values, beliefs, and norms that
characterize how an organization encourages and supports technology use
to get work done in the most effective way”.
Microsoft examined productivity (work per unit output), innovation (a
combination of creativity and collaboration) and empowerment (feeling valued, making a difference and able to
make strategic contributions) in businesses classified as having ‘weak’, ‘average’ and ‘strong’ digital cultures. The
charts on the next page show the results.
What’s noticeable is that, across all three metrics, the stronger the digital culture the lower the percentage
of employees who feel unproductive, lacking innovativeness and short on empowerment. A strong digital
culture is clearly a positive thing, but there’s room for improvement: the percentages of employees in strongdigital-culture businesses who rate themselves highly on empowerment (47%), innovativeness (39%) and—in
particular—productivity (22%) might be expected to be higher, for example.
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Management consultancy McKinsey has
recently suggested that productivity benefits
from digitisation have yet to materialise
at scale for several reasons, including
“lag effects due to the need to reach
technological and business readiness” and
“costs associated with the absorption of
management’s time and focus on digital
transformation”.
Another KPI Microsoft examined was
engagement, or ‘flow’—the ability for
workers to focus on the task at hand and
deliver a better end result more efficiently.
Overall, just 20 percent of respondents
felt highly engaged at work, but there was
a fourfold difference between engagement
levels in businesses with strong versus
weak digital cultures. Also, adding more
technology to the mix increased engagement
in strong digital cultures, but not in weak
ones. Simply adding more tech doesn’t seem
to be enough—a receptive digital culture is
also essential.

DATA: MICROSOFT/CHARTS: ZDNET

THE GLOBAL WORKPLACE
Engagement was the subject of a comprehensive 2016 report by US office furniture company Steelcase,
entitled Engagement and the Global Workplace. Based on an online survey of 12,480 office workers from 17
countries in four continents, the report used measures of employee engagement and workplace satisfaction to
examine “worker and organisational wellbeing”.
Participants (53% male, 48% female) were from companies with 100 employees or more, in 12 broad industry
sectors: mining/gas, industry, energy, water supply, transportation, telecommunications, retail, hospitality,
banking/finance, business services, IT and public sector.
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Steelcase distilled the wealth of detail generated by the survey into five key findings:

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT POSITIVELY CORRELATES WITH WORKPLACE SATISFACTION
As you might expect, employees who are most satisfied with their workplace are also the most engaged.
These are “people who come to work energized, ready to generate new ideas, create new strategies and make
meaningful progress each day,” as the report put it. However, only 13 percent of Steelcase’s respondents fell
into this category: the majority (66%) were either neutral (29%), somewhat (26%) or highly (11%) dissatisfied/disengaged. This suggests there’s plenty of scope for improvement in all aspects of the workplace—the
physical environment, the technology, and management practices.

ENGAGED EMPLOYEES HAVE MORE CONTROL OVER THEIR EXPERIENCES AT WORK
Flexibility is a key component of engagement, with 88 percent of highly engaged employees reporting the
ability to choose where they work depending on the task at hand, compared to 14 percent of highly disengaged
workers. Work can be done at a desk (or ‘primary individual workspace’), in other parts of the office (such as
huddle rooms or breakout areas) or in remote locations supported by mobile technology. Steelcase also found
that employees who could choose their office furniture were more likely to be satisfied with other workspace
attributes such as room temperature, ambient noise levels, ventilation and technology equipment. So flexibility
over desk choice seems to be a proxy for a progressive management culture.

FIXED TECHNOLOGY EXCEEDS MOBILE 2:1
Employer-provided phones and computers were predominantly desktop devices (86% and 80% respectively)
rather than mobile ones (39% and 39%), while only 14 percent of Steelcase respondents had tablets. The
majority (55%) of respondents never worked remotely, but twice as many of the 36 percent that sometimes did
were highly engaged/satisfied with their working arrangements. Again, flexibility and control tends to breed
satisfaction and engagement.

TRADITIONAL WORKSTYLES PERSIST
Although there’s much variation between countries, most employees in Steelcase’s survey worked in either
individual (23%) or shared (37%) private offices. A third (33%) worked in assigned spaces in open-plan
offices, while just 8 percent were nomadic and regularly worked in different spaces around the office. Nearly
half (46%) of office environments were a combination of open plan and individual offices, 31 percent were
individual offices only, while 23 percent were completely open plan. Predictably, higher-ranking employees were
more likely to have a private office, and be more satisfied with their overall work environment.
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CULTURAL CONTEXT INFLUENCES ENGAGEMENT LEVELS
Steelcase’s survey revealed wide variation in employee engagement and satisfaction levels by country: India
was way out in front with 53 percent engaged/satisfied and 20 percent disengaged/dissatisfied, while at the
other end of the scale France reported almost the mirror image: 20 percent engaged/satisfied and 54 percent
disengaged/dissatisfied. The general pattern was one of positive attitudes in emerging economies versus low
engagement and satisfaction in established economies with “industrial and administrative traditions that often
include hierarchical styles and workplace norms”.

WORKPLACES IN AN IOT WORLD
Memoori is a Stockholm-based consultancy providing independent market research,
business intelligence and advice on smart building technologies. For the company’s
October 2017 report entitled The Future Workplace: Smart Office Design in the IoT
Era, 500 office users in North America were asked about the level of technology in
their workplaces and how they felt this affected their ability to work productively.
This report is well worth a read for its extensive background information on the
various aspects of office productivity (efficiency, creativity & innovation, comfort,
health & wellbeing, focus, recruitment & brand alignment), evolving office trends
(employee monitoring, BYOD, biophilia) and emerging office trends (hot desking,
co-working, remote working, wearables & implants, virtual workspaces, ‘the analogue counter-revolution’).
However, we’ll restrict ourselves here to some of the headline survey findings.

OFFICE LAYOUT
Survey respondents occupied a fairly even spread of
office layout types (39.6% open plan, 34.6% cellular
and 25.8% somewhere in between): in open plan
offices, 71.4 percent felt that this layout improved
productivity, compared to 44.2 percent who worked
in cellular office cubicles; conversely, only 12.2
percent felt that open plan hindered productivity,
compared to 30 percent of cubicle-dwellers. These
results support “the increasing trend for companies
preferring open plan over cellular”, but also suggest
that the optimal solution for most businesses is
probably some sort of multi-space layout.

IMAGE: THE FUTURE WORKPLACE: SMART OFFICE DESIGN IN THE
IOT ERA (MEMOORI, 2017)
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OFFICE LIGHTING
Office lighting doesn’t just let you see what you’re doing: it can have significant effects on the human circadian
system, on employee wellbeing and on productivity. Although two-thirds (65%) of Memoori’s respondents
reported no perceived effect of lighting on their ability to concentrate, when queried about specific types of
lighting a clear pattern emerged: less than one in ten (9.7%) of respondents in offices with halogen/fluorescent
lighting said it increased their concentration, compared to 40.2 percent working in ‘abundant natural light’,
followed by LED (32.1%), energy-saving bulbs (25.9%) and incandescent bulbs (21.3%). Halogen/fluorescent
was also the only lighting type with a higher percentage (26.5%) of respondents feeling it hampered rather than
increased concentration (9.7%).

OFFICE TEMPERATURE
Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems can be the bane of office life, but air quality is vital
to employee health, comfort and productivity. Memoori’s survey concentrated on office temperature, with just
over half (53.5%) of respondents feeling that it was ‘just right’, a third (31.2%) finding it too cold and 15.3
percent too hot under the (white) collar. Only 20.6 percent of offices used automated temperature controls,
while 28 percent used one manual thermostat for the entire workplace; individual temperature controls for
each desk or cubicle were available for just 3.6 percent of respondents. The survey also found that employee
responses to office temperature varied by both gender and age, suggesting that, to keep the majority of the
workforce happy, individual environmental controls are the preferred solution.

OFFICE TECHNOLOGY
Following a discussion of emerging office trends such
as hot-desking, co-working, remote working, wearables
and implants, and virtual workplaces, Memoori’s report
considered ‘the analogue counter-revolution’—that is,
“the basic human need for ‘realness’ in our increasingly
smart, high-tech world”. To explore this, survey
respondents were asked whether their productivity
would be improved by having more or less technology
in the workplace.
It turned out that 60.3 percent of respondents felt
that their productivity levels had ‘nothing to do’ with

IMAGE: THE FUTURE WORKPLACE: SMART OFFICE DESIGN IN THE
IOT ERA (MEMOORI, 2017)
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the amount of workplace technology. Still, nearly four times as many (31.3%) felt that more tech would boost
their productivity compared to less tech (8.4%). For Memoori, the conclusion was that “the technological
developments that have already taken shape are not having the impact they promise,” and that “As technology
continues to improve, the IoT sector will need to do much more to win over their important end user groups.”

A VIEW FROM LONDON...
British Land and Worktech Academy surveyed 1,063 office workers in London in 2017, including 291 with
decision-making involvement in their organisation’s location, as part of a study entitled Smart Offices: A 2017
Vision for the Future. Ninety percent of decision-makers saw a business reason for working in a smart office
and a similar number (87%) would require smart office tech in their next relocation. Benefits were expected in
several areas: productivity; wellbeing; appeal to new talent; and employee loyalty.
The most popular smart office features across all respondents were: self-adjusting lighting and window shades;
personalised heat and light settings that follow you around the building; circadian lighting systems that mimic
natural daylight; and heating/lighting systems that adjust automatically according to weather and occupancy.
Decision makers were also interested in: an app for booking desks and meeting rooms; meeting rooms where
screens work seamlessly with personal devices; and desk or room sensors that track usage for efficiency
monitoring.

IMAGE: SMART OFFICES: A 2017 VISION FOR THE
FUTURE (BRITISH LAND/WORKTECH ACADEMY)
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In a separate white paper, British Land outlined its vision of ‘the smart interaction’ of intelligent buildingmanagement systems and IoT devices, all running on open internet protocols and generating copious amounts
of useful data, accessible to analytics systems via APIs. “By 2020, we can expect that the smart devices and
wearables that people bring to work will no longer be in search of a smart building to interact with,” said the
report. “The physical infrastructure of the building and what people themselves carry or wear will be part of
one complete smart system that both generates and acts upon all kinds of data.”

TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE WORKPLACE
Which new and emerging technologies might underpin the office of the future? A good place to look is our old
friend the Gartner Hype Cycle, which, for the Digital Workplace, looks like this:

IMAGE: GARTNER

As in most Hype Cycles, the action is concentrated in the early stages: 24 of the 40 technologies listed (60%)
are either ‘On the Rise’ or ‘At the Peak’ of Inflated Expectations. Only seven technologies are currently
considered to be ‘Climbing the Slope’ to high-growth adoption, while speech recognition is the sole one
‘Entering the Plateau’. In the 5-10-year timeframe, according to Gartner, transformational digital workplace
technologies will include: augmented reality; iSaaS; IT service catalogs; employee recognition and reward
schemes; virtual assistants; content services; digital ethics; smart workspaces; conversational user interfaces;
embedded analytics; design thinking; bots; workplace ethnography; content integration services; and worker
engagement platforms.
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Commenting on the Hype Cycle, Matt Cain, vice president and distinguished analyst at Gartner, said: “Humans
will still be at the center of work, even as intelligent software and machines become our co-workers. CIOs must
anticipate how trends in business, society, technology and information will converge to change where, when,
why and with whom we work.”
The effect of AI and robotics on workplace culture was the subject of a recent study
by Pegasystems and Marketforce, entitled The Future of Work. The survey covered
845 senior executives in 11 industry sectors worldwide (financial services, insurance,
manufacturing, telecoms & media, technology, public sector, healthcare & life
sciences, energy & utilities, travel, transport & logistics and retail).
Among the key findings were: 64 percent of respondents expected the term
‘workforce’ to eventually encapsulate both human employees and intelligent machines;
78 percent felt that AI and robotic automation will allow staff to make more
informed decisions and lead to a flattening of traditional management hierarchies; 88
percent were comfortable working together with machines, but 79 percent said they would not be comfortable
with an AI-powered boss; 74 percent thought that AI will become standard practice for evaluating employee
performance within 10 years, while 72 percent predicted it will be commonly used to set appropriate rewards
and compensation.

OUTLOOK
It’s easy to be seduced by the allure of new technology, but when it comes to smart offices and future
workplaces a degree of caution is advisable: simply throwing IoT devices, AI and analytics into the mix might
not deliver the expected results unless due consideration is given to business, cultural and management issues.
As far as office layout is concerned, multi-space solutions combining open plan, some private offices, meeting
rooms, huddle spaces and communal breakout areas seem likely to fit the bill for most businesses—especially
if employees are given flexibility and choice over where and how they work, including working remotely as
required.
Individual control over workplace lighting and temperature should be a goal—ideally in the form of an
automated ‘environmental bubble’ that follows employees around an intelligent IoT sensor-equipped building.
As employees become increasingly ‘plugged in’ to their workspaces and interact with AI-driven systems as part
of their jobs, businesses not only need to keep on top of potential cybersecurity issues, but also ensure that
humans are not overwhelmed by all the technology.
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SURVEY: SMART OFFICE TECH IS WIDELY
ADOPTED, BUT RESULTS ARE MIXED FOR
MANY PROFESSIONALS
BY AMY TALBOTT

Smart office tech deployments hold
promises of improved collaboration,
energy efficiency, safety, health, and
more. But does the technology measure
up in reality? In January, ZDNet’s sister
site Tech Pro Research surveyed 246
professionals to get their opinions.
Most of the respondents (70%) said
they work primarily in a traditional
office environment, compared with
the other 30% who work remotely as
freelancers or telecommuters. Over
three quarters said they currently use
some form of smart office technology,
with videoconferencing apps being the
most popular by far.
When asked about their satisfaction
with smart office products, 35% of
respondents said they’d tried one or
more products that didn’t live up to
their expectations.
Many noted that the products they’d
tried were too difficult to use, or that
the products weren’t fully supported by
their company.

IMAGE: ERIK UNDERWOOD/TECHREPUBLIC
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While most respondents seemed enthusiastic about the potential of smart office technology, there was a
significant amount of skepticism as well. Almost a quarter of respondents said they wouldn’t be interested in
using any—or any additional—types of smart office tech, and when asked about benefits of these devices, 15%
said they saw none.
Our infographic contains other findings from the Tech Pro Research survey. To see all the data and analysis,
check out the full report: Smart office technology: What’s working, what’s failing, and what users want out of it
(Tech Pro Research subscription required).
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11 PRODUCTS TO MAKE YOUR
CONFERENCE ROOMS SMARTER AND
EASIER TO USE
BY OLIVIA KRAUTH

As the world becomes increasingly digital, communication technology is helping the enterprise bridge gaps
between teams and vendors.
Having the right conference room equipment can help boost collaboration between different offices or
streamline processes and improve productivity for telecommuters. But video conferencing technology can also
be tricky to use and may not be reliable, potentially hindering some communication.
“When it comes to conference calls and meetings today, email, web chat, and phone can lack the visual cues
and personal touch needed to improve interactions between teams and even customer or client satisfaction,”
Elana Anderson, chief marketing officer at Vidyo, said. “While the digital transformation of these services has
greatly improved efficiency, that efficiency may have come at the cost of human relationships—which is still a
vital component of successful businesses today.”
The latest smart video technology, which focuses on real-time collaboration and decreased set-up pain, can
help meetings run smoothly while saving the company money. A November report estimated that outdated
conferencing platforms cost companies $34 billion a year. Businesses could also save upwards of $33,000 a year
on business travel by opting for video conferencing.
Here are 11 products to streamline video conferencing and boost collaboration on calls.

1. GOOGLE JAMBOARD
Every conference room needs something to view content on, and there are several smart options to choose
from. First up: Google’s Jamboard, which was announced in December 2016.
The Jamboard is a 55-inch digital whiteboard with a stylus and digital eraser for cloud-based collaboration.
Along with Wi-Fi connectivity, an HD camera, and built-in speakers, the Jamboard has best-in-class touch
response time, according to Google’s announcement.
The board works with G Suite, so users can pull up Google Docs or Sheets as part of their meeting and work
on them together, in real-time.
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2. SAMSUNG FLIP
Similar to the Jamboard, the Samsung Flip is a
digital whiteboard where users can make notes and
annotate charts with a smart stylus. The device has
an embedded search feature to efficiently locate
past projects, as well.
The main difference between the Flip and similar
devices, according to TechRepublic’s Conner
Forrest, is the Flip’s ability to connect to other
devices. Either through a USB connection or
wirelessly, users can see Flip content on their
laptop or smartphone and share things from their
personal device to the board.
The Samsung Flip also has increased security
features to protect meeting data from people
outside of the company.

3. CISCO SPARK BOARD
Another in the vein of the digital whiteboard, the
Cisco Spark Board allows for collaboration via
conferencing and brainstorming in the cloud. Like
the Flip, the Spark Board has data encryption, but
its wireless connection options help it stand out.
Through a series of connected devices, users are
able to walk up to any Spark board in an office
and share their work with one click. A user’s
devices are paired with all boards using Cisco
Spark platform and ultrasound wireless pairing
technology, potentially saving time in setting up
meetings and impromptu brainstorm sessions.

4. MICROSOFT SURFACE
HUB
The Microsoft Surface Hub is an all-in-one
solution that supports video conferencing and
digital whiteboard capabilities.
“Microsoft looks to replace old technologies like
the conference phone hub, web cameras, and
archaic overhead projectors—all technologies that
have over time become the source of mockery and
derision for their less than effective application,”
TechRepublic’s Mark Kaelin said when the Hub
was announced in 2015.
The Hub supports several apps, including Skype
for Business and Office apps, so users can pull
content to discuss and work on in a meeting.

5. LG OLED TV
Showcased at CES 2017, the LG OLED TV is
ultrathin, measuring only one-tenth of an inch
thick. Available in 65-inch and 77-inch models,
the TV attaches directly to the wall using magnetic
brackets.
Described as a “taste of the future” by
TechRepublic’s Jason Hiner, it could become a
future staple of conference rooms. The accompanying sound bar holds HDMI ports and
connectivity options for video conferencing.

6. MEETING OWL
There are multiple conferencing tools outside
of connected boards that can help streamline
meetings.
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One such product is The Meeting Owl, an owl-shaped 360-degree video camera. The Owl sits at the center of
a meeting, pivoting to each person as they speak. Seeing each individual, as opposed to a fixed screen of the
full group, can help the meeting feel more conversational for people calling in. Body language and facial expressions also become clearer, allowing for a more personal experience.

7. JOAN
There are multiple options for streamlining conference room scheduling, including the e-paper display tool
JOAN. The screen hangs outside of each meeting room and shows who has it booked, or if the room is
available. JOAN can keep everyone on the same page, helping teams avoid last-minute hustles to find a spot for
a call, which could also mean fewer meeting delays.

8. ALEXA FOR BUSINESS
The enterprise-oriented voice assistant has several skills that can help meetings run smoothly. Alexa can find an
open conference room and control equipment in the room, including starting calls for participants. By leaving
some of the smaller, sometimes time-consuming and tricky tasks to Alexa, professionals can have less stress
about video conference calls and focus more on the content of the call.

9. CRESTRON MERCURY
The Crestron Mercury is an all-in-one tabletop solution that works with any web collaboration platform or
calling application. Through the device, all team members can participate regardless of what conferencing
application they’re using, the company said. The Mercury can track room usage, book rooms for meetings, and
features built-in AirMedia for wireless presentations, as well.

10. HUDDLECAM HD
For smaller businesses or larger ones looking to turn a room into an impromptu meeting space, a wireless,
portable camera like the HuddleCam HD could help people connect. Recommended by Jonathan Treibick,
CEO of SpeechBooth.com, as a cheap but effective tool to turn any room into a conference room, the device
acts as a camera, mic, and speaker for when a larger set-up isn’t available or necessary.

11. SMART FILM
Smart windows that can be adjusted to block out light can help prevent the sun from shining on a screen
during a meeting or keep meetings more private. Smart Film from Glass Apps is an adhesive product that can
adjust the opacity of glass, whether they’re interior panels or exterior windows. When a meeting room is not in
use, the film can be turned off.5 ways voice assistants are going to change the office
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5 WAYS VOICE ASSISTANTS ARE GOING
TO CHANGE THE OFFICE
BY CONNER FORREST

It’s increasingly clear that voice is the next major interface in computing, in some cases replacing the touchbased platforms brought about by smartphones. Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple’s Siri, and Samsung
Bixby are leading the movement to voice by providing contextual data and performing tasks on behalf of users.
As voice-based virtual assistants continue move into a broad swath of form factors—including smartphones,
smart speakers, and automobiles—their impact on the general public will grow as well. As consumer use cases
continue to pile up, these assistants are also making their way further into the office, creating new opportunities
for improving business productivity and efficiency.
While voice assistants are known for their ability to start a music playlist, for example, they also carry a high
potential for boosting business efforts in the workplace. Here are five ways that digital voice assistants will
change the office.

1. BOOSTING PRODUCTIVITY
Voice assistants may seem limited in their capabilities now, but they will eventually evolve to operate as a virtual
colleague. In this role, they will complement the work of their human counterpart and take over repetitive
tasks, freeing up the employee to focus on higher-level projects.
In other words, Siri and her peers represent a bigger movement than just performing tasks with a voice
command. These assistants represent the future of human-computer interaction (HCI), according to Raul
Castañon-Martinez, senior analyst at 451 Research.
“They will change how we interact with computers, but they are part of a bigger picture that includes text/
keyboard input, touch screens, computer vision and gesture which vendors like Amazon, Google and Samsung
are already incorporating,” Castañon-Martinez said. “In other words, in the short term we will have voice-enabled assistants, but it won’t be long before they transition into multi-modal assistants.”

2. AUTOMATING MEETINGS
One of the big value propositions of virtual assistants is their ability to automate and streamline mundane
processes in the workplace. One of the biggest hassles in the corporate world is starting a meeting, especially
when a video conference is involved.
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However, products like Amazon’s Alexa for Business can simplify the meeting process, according to Forrester
Research vice president and principal analyst J.P. Gownder.
“Enter the conference room, say, ‘Alexa, start the meeting,’ and that’s it,” Gownder said. “No fumbling around
for bridge numbers and pass codes (the management tool knows what meeting should start). This could
save minutes off the beginning of every meeting.” In addition, smart lighting could dim and curtains could
automatically close when a meeting starts if the tools are properly integrated.

3. IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS
Voice assistants rely on a technology called natural
language processing (NLP), which uses artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to parse a spoken
phrase and translate it into written text. This capability—
especially as it evolves—will help business professionals
communicate and collaborate more effectively.

“Imagine having an agent
that listens in to the
meeting, then participates
as needed, surfacing data
and insights relevant to the
conversation.”
—J.P. Gownder

One example, according to Castañon-Martinez, would be
this technology enabling integration with a tool like Skype
for Business or Microsoft Teams. By paying attention to
what is said in the meeting, the assistant can take notes
for the user or identify key points in the conversations that need to be followed up on, Castañon-Martinez said.
“When it comes to worker productivity, the use of NLP represents a significant improvement in search
capabilities, which can help employees identify and retrieve the right information from different sources,”
Castañon-Martinez said.

4. DATA SURFACING
Another voice assistant capability that will greatly improve the productivity of their human colleagues is their
ability to grok large amounts of data and find the most relevant information for a given project or meeting.
“Imagine having an agent that listens in to the meeting, then participates as needed, surfacing data and insights
relevant to the conversation,” Gownder said. “Several agents, like Voicera’s Eva, are pursuing this space.”
Lowering the barrier to finding the right information will make data-driven decision making easier to pursue,
which could help companies make more prudent choices in the market.
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5. ACCESSIBILITY
For employees who may have difficulty with certain technologies, voice assistants could help them accomplish
their daily tasks more easily, or even open them up to new tasks and roles that may have been previously not
possible in their current environment.
“Speech-enabled assistants provide the flexibility to choose the best fit for Human-computer interactions (HCI)
and open up many possibilities for use cases and applications where data entry remains a challenge,” CastañonMartinez said. “This can be either because the end user is not able to use a keyboard (as in the case of health
care practitioners, field maintenance technicians or factory workers) or because the device’s interface is not
ideally suited for typing, as in the case of wearable devices (smart watch, smart glasses).”
While voice assistants are in the market today, they have a long way to go before they reach their full potential.
“We can very much expect that forward-looking companies will start to employ more of these technologies in
2018, but they certainly won’t be commonplace right away,” Gownder said.
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10 WAYS SMART OFFICES ARE SAVING
ENERGY AND LOWERING THEIR
CARBON FOOTPRINT
BY TEENA MADDOX

As buildings become smarter and
more connected, it’s easier than ever
for companies to reduce their carbon
footprint.
Living greener is important to
everyone, whether at home or work.
There are specific ways that smart
offices can reduce their carbon
footprint and make less of an impact
on the environment.

Skullcandy offers bike storage to employees at its
Park City, Utah headquarters. (Image: SkullCandy)

Some building owners opt for LEED
certification, which stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. The certification system
was devised by the US Green Building Council (USGBC) and there are rating levels ranging from Silver to
Platinum, depending on a building’s energy efficiency.
According to the USGBC, “LEED-certified buildings have 34 percent lower CO2 emissions, consume 25
percent less energy and 11 percent less water, and have diverted more than 80 million tons of waste from
landfills,” said Alan Ni, director of vertical marketing for Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company.

“LEED is the benchmark standard for energy-efficient buildings, so it’s a good reference for the percentage
saved over your average inefficient building,” Ni said.
Aruba took deliberate steps to improve energy efficiency when it designed a new headquarters in
Santa Clara, CA.
“When the building opened in January 2017, some of the key energy-efficiency elements included smart
lighting, efficient space management, asset tracking, and a large number of sensors all connected via Aruba’s
network infrastructure. Going forward, Aruba plans to integrate the network with the access control and other
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building management systems (BMS), such as HVAC. This will allow the company to closely align energy
utilization with building occupancy, outside temperature, degree of sunlight, time of day, and other factors,”
Ni said.
Cisco offers a range of cost saving options for companies wanting to save on energy usage. Cisco’s digital
building solution focuses on making buildings smarter through optimized lighting, building automation, and
IoT technology. Standalone building systems are converged into one IP platform through this foundation, said
Anil Menon, global president of smart cities for Cisco.
If you want to make your company more energy efficient, here are ten of the best ways to save energy and save
the environment.

1. GET A CARBON FOOTPRINT MEASUREMENT
First, find out how big of a carbon footprint your office is leaving behind. The University of California,
Berkeley, offers a quick calculator for businesses that gives an estimate of how many tons of Co2 per year
your office is creating. It’s not all-inclusive, but it’s a good starting point and it’s a way to open the conversation
among your co-workers.

2. USE IOT DEVICES AND SENSORS TO REDUCE ENERGY
USAGE
Organizations are relying on connected IoT devices and sensors throughout their facilities to identify and enact
steps that allow them to heighten their efficiencies and reduce their carbon footprint - all while increasing
occupant comfort, Ni said.
“Use IoT and other sensing technologies to control lighting, the environment and other energy-consuming
systems, so that when space is unoccupied, energy is not expended. For example, tie energy systems to your
access control system, so when the last person ‘badges out,’ the building is set to empty state,” Ni said.

3. DO AN ENERGY EFFICIENCY RETROFIT
“An energy efficiency retrofit of an office building has many different specific actions. In most buildings,
heating, venting and air conditioning (HVAC) has the biggest carbon footprint and is thus the first place to
start. Methods to address this include installing a new HVAC unit which is more efficient and uses less energy;
adding insulation to the building to reduce the leaking of energy to the outside; adding sensors to better detect
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the occupancy and temperature of a room; and the integration of the HVAC control with other aspects of the
building (e.g., lighting, outside shades, etc.) to best optimize the total energy use of the building,” said Thomas
Baker, principal with Boston Consulting Group.

4. INCORPORATE RENEWABLE ENERGY
Another way that companies can be more energy efficient is to utilize renewable energy such as solar panels
and integrate them into overall power management. This can be done by using smarter software and building
management systems to tie the use of renewable energy to building power demand, availability and price of
external energy sources, and other factors to decrease overall consumption and up the percentage of renewable
energy, Ni said.
AI-powered energy storage is a smart way to reduce energy costs and lower a carbon footprint at the same
time, said Gabe Schwartz, marketing director at Stem, which has an AI-driven software platform that give
companies greater grid flexibility in energy markets with a high demand.
“With energy storage the carbon footprint story is all at the macro levels. It’s not like solar when you put it in a
building and it just lowers the carbon footprint in that specific building. What it’s actually doing, is it’s actually
lowering the carbon footprint of the whole electric grid,” Schwartz said.

5. MANAGE OFFICE SPACE
“Manage space more efficiently through the use of shared spaces and hot desking, so that the total square
footage is used more efficiently and less space is needed per person. This can be done with space management
software and sensors, such as smart furniture, combined with system integration, security and other systems,”
Ni said.

6. MAXIMIZE HEATING AND COOLING
Ni said one way to make the most of heating and cooling is to, “recycle heat within facilities and maximize the
efficiency of heating and cooling. For example, recycle water used to cool computer servers to provide hot
water or, use windows to absorb heat from the sun and recirculate it. Another example: use cheap renewable
electricity to make ice off hours, then chill air by blowing it over the ice, for air conditioning.”

7. RECYCLE EVERYTHING
Don’t stop with recycling paper and plastic goods. Make sure that electronics are recycled as well. And instead
of having one general bin or disposal area, try using clearly marked recycling bins in your office and consider
adding a collection of bins for a certain number of employees in your office. In other words, if your employees
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are seated side by side or in groups of 4s, 5s, 6s etc. consider placing three general recycling bins at each of
these worker stations. This helps to encourage positive recycling, making a big difference in terms of your
companies overall carbon footprint, said Nate Masterson, marketing manager for Maple Holistics.

8. REDUCE TRAVEL FOOTPRINT
Employees can carpool with co-workers to reduce the amount of solo travel it takes to get to the office.
Providing employees with electric vehicle charging stations is another way to encourage a smaller carbon
footprint. Offering bike storage for employees who opt to cycle to work, and providing a locker room for
showers and clothing changes is another way to help out cycling employees. Skullcandy offers bike storage for
employees at it’s new headquarters in Park City, Utah, as previously reported in TechRepublic.
Another way to reduce a travel footprint is to limit employee travel. With teleconferencing, it’s easy to see
co-workers and clients face-to-face without ever stepping on an airplane. By traveling less, it reduces costs and
shrinks a company’s carbon footprint.
Implementing flex versus fixed offices for employees is another way of limiting travel, Baker said.

9. EDUCATE EMPLOYEES
Everyone in the company needs to know about green initiatives for them to be effective. One way to get them
involved is to set up goals and rewards for the departments that reduce their carbon footprint the most.
“The first step to ensuring that your office remains green or gets on track with regards to ethical eco-friendly
practices is to educate your employees about their role in the issue. No office functions alone and the whole
point of having a successful business is based on your ability to function as a team. Once employees understand how much of an impact even the simplest of tasks may have in terms of protecting the environment
(things like switching off computers at the end of the day or following simple recycling practices), they’ll be
more likely to co-operate,” Masterson said.

10. KEEP TRACK OF ENERGY USAGE
There are several companies that work to provide businesses with information about energy usage. One such
company, Verdigris, has a combination hardware/software solution that identifies and creates an “energy
fingerprint” for every device in the building, and helps property owners/managers identify waste and reduce
energy. Another company, GridLion, is a startup in the energy efficiency space and it combines hardware,
software and strategy to support commercial buildings improve energy performance.
Zen Ecosystems offers an energy management system through its Zen HQ cloud platform to help companies
control thermostats throughout their offices and manage energy costs, said James McPhail, CEO of
Zen Ecosystems.
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WHAT IT ALL MEANS
There are definite cost savings that can result from
being more energy efficient.
“The majority of energy efficiency and renewable
energy procurement programs at offices end up
reducing costs - in fact it is the economic business
case that is most often driving the adoption of
many of these solutions. We typically see energy
efficiency solutions reduce an office’s energy use
from between 10-30%. Especially in regions where
a company is paying a high rate for electricity or
other energy, this can have a short payback of a
few years and an internal rate of return (IRR) of
+15%. The same can be true for renewable energy
procurement. Especially today where we have seen
the cost for renewables drastically reduce in the
last couple of years and become cost-competitive
with traditional sources of energy,” Baker said.
And the benefits of reducing a company’s carbon
footprint go beyond financial savings.
“Beyond cost savings, upgrades to HVAC often
provides a much higher level of comfort (and thus
productivity) for the occupants - advanced sensors
can detect hot or cold spots in a room and provide
much more granular control. Finally, reducing
a building’s carbon footprint can be leveraged
for branding and marketing with customers and
employees who often expect their workplace to be
green,” Baker said.
Cisco uses its own smart building technology to
build smarter offices for its own employees.

“The majority of energy
efficiency and renewable
energy procurement programs
at offices end up reducing
costs—in fact it is the economic
business case that is most often
driving the adoption of many of
these solutions.”
—Thomas Baker
Menon said Cisco saves millions of dollars each
year in operating costs by utilizing space. “We
optimize the savings for all of us and it allows
us to give back to the employees a work space
they enjoy working in. We have places where you
can get together, we have open areas, we have
lobbies, in some places we have areas where you
can have small meetings together like around a
billiards table, things of that kind. Employees
connect together, they talk to each other, they
have a pleasant experience, they collaborate better
together, they create better teamwork. So, if we
think about this in a holistic manner, it not only
about financial efficiency saving, etc, etc, asset
utilization is a big improvement but in improving
productivity of employees and giving them a
better experience is really becomes the most
important thing for us.”
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THE SPY ON THE CORNER OF YOUR
DESK: WHY THE SMART OFFICE IS YOUR
NEXT SECURITY NIGHTMARE
BY STEVE RANGER

Ken Munro, a security researcher at ethical hacking company Pen Test Partners recently spent a day rooting
around in the suspended ceiling of an office building trying to find a rogue device that was unwittingly creating
a back door into the client’s network.
The offending device was a wireless screen sharing device - the sort that allows you to display a presentation on
a big screen or projector wirelessly from your laptop.
Mostly these devices are isolated and can only connect the PC and the screen or projector, but in this case the
supplier had also plugged it into the corporate—network “without thinking or asking” according to Munro—
making it possible for any potential attacker to use it to hop straight from the open Wi-Fi and onto the business
network.
It’s one small example of how adding new smart devices in the office can inadvertently weaken security.
“We’ve seen all sorts of wireless coffee machines brought in by people and hooked up to the office Wi-Fi
and we’ve had several cases where they have created security flaws, so the smart coffee maker become the
vulnerability on the network a jumping off point for a hacker so they can hack the coffee machine and then get
onto the network,” says Munro.
“We’ve seen vending machines that have just been jacked in to the corporate wired network and become a
backdoor,” he adds.
The smart office security challenge comes in two parts. The first worry is the systems put in place to manage
the office infrastructure. In many offices these building management systems already control doors, heating and
ventilation and other systems and have done for years.
But these were often installed with little thought for security or badly configured, and so plenty of examples
can be found of these systems accidentally connected to the public internet with little or no protection against
hackers. These controllers might seem like an odd or trivial target for hackers, but someone locking all the
doors in the building or switching off the air conditioning in your data center could cause problems fast.
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And it’s not necessarily just old systems installed in more trusting days that are the main risk, either: modern
fire alarm, surveillance cameras and sprinkler system all come with remote management options but often this
is done via a 3G connection with little to no security. Munro said that often smaller businesses will use CCTV
or alarm systems that are not much more than consumer devices. These might offer remote control via apps
but these don’t have enough security in place so it’s quite easy to compromise the alarm system.
The second aspect of the smart office security headache comes from the array of new gadgets available.
We’ve already started to fill our homes with smart speakers, cameras, locks, weather station and motion sensors,
and increasingly we’re adding these in the office too. Sometimes it is even the same hardware that is designed
for home use that arrives in the office, and which has a poor track record for security. While these devices make
may working life more efficient or just more fun, they are also introducing a new set of risks.
Research by security company ESET found one home automation control panel designed to manage
motion sensors, heating controls, shutter motors, environment sensors and smart plugs that had a number
of vulnerabilities, like the ability to auto-login without a user ID or password, and a failure to encrypt
data communications to the cloud. It also found cameras with video streams protected by insufficient and
reversible encryption. Another security company, Kaspersky found another hub that sends user’s data when
it communicates with a server, including the login credentials needed to sign in into the web interface of the
smart hub - the user ID and password.
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Businesses have already been here before with the bring-your-own-device wave a few years back when staff
started using their own smartphones and laptops for work. The difference is that there is a huge variety of
smart office devices that people can bring in and connect up.
“Who can say that the novelty coffee cup warmer that powers over USB doesn’t have malware in the supply
chain?” says Munro.
Smart office devices also use a vast array of different standards, which makes them hard to manage in an office
environment.
As well as privacy threats due to badly designed devices, companies need to be aware of the capabilities of
devices being introduced into the working environment.
Organisations need to have a policy around the use of these smart devices: is it acceptable to have a smart
speaker in the CEO’s office that could be streaming conversation to a remote cloud server where is may be
stored forever? Are all staff comfortable that they may be recorded by these devices as they go about
their duties?
Perhaps the most common risk is that these insecure devices are rolled up into a giant botnet and then used to
carry out distributed denial of service attacks as was the case with Mirai. While irritating and potentially a drain
on device, this will likely have little day-to-day impact.
However, there is also the risk that insecure devices could be used to help snoop on your business and steal its
secrets. Many of the devices we are introducing into offices, like smart speakers, are packed with sensors and
microphones and even cameras; a potential industrial espionage package sitting in the corner of your
meeting room.
In that scenario, spotting a rogue device would be extremely hard, Munro warns.
“It would be very difficult; how would you see the exfiltration? You’d have to be absolutely certain that you
were monitoring all the data going out from your smart devices. How would you spot it? Would you even know
that someone had connected a smart device to your network?”
Another problem is nobody may be monitoring the use of these devices at all. There is often a gap between
traditional IT security which is covered by the IT department, and physical security which is often covered
by facilities. It may not always be clear for example who is responsible for checking the security of vending
machine or a coffee machine or the weather station the CFO has brought in from home and set up outside the
meeting room.
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“There’s a great big gap. That’s why it is so important that IT security departments engage with other
departments,” says Munro.
Munro says security teams need to search out what is in the office.
“Go and find that stealth tech. What is plugged into your network that you don’t know about? Go and look
hard at your coffee machines and your vending machines and see what they’re plugged into. Go under the
stairs, get access to the power cabinets and ask the facilities guys what is in there. Get your hands dirty,” he says.
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HOW GEORGIA-PACIFIC EMBRACED A
FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE WITH HOTELING
DESKS AND CONFERENCE ROOMS
BY ALISON DENISCO RAYOME

With connectivity allowing more employees to split their work
time between the office, home, and other locations, many
companies are looking to dig into the data on who exactly is
working from where and redesign their office to reflect the
realities of a mobile workforce.

“The biggest things
for employees and
productivity are being
able to have different
spaces to do the kind of
work they need to do.”
— Shawn Kennedy

At Georgia-Pacific—one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
tissue, pulp, paper, packaging, and building products—executives
realized that while 2,700 employees call the company’s Atlanta
headquarters home, many of them work remotely or from
different production facilities. When the time came to renovate
the 1982 building, the company began exploring more modern options that move away from traditional offices
and cubicles and embrace modern features such as hotelling desks, multiple conference and huddle rooms, and
seamless technology integration.

“Like other companies, not every employee was at the office, sitting down in the space reserved for them,
100% of the time,” said Shawn Kennedy, an IT architect at Georgia Pacific who helped plan for the new space.
“The biggest things for employees and productivity are being able to have different spaces to do the kind of
work they need to do.”
Dubbed the Blue Sky project, Georgia-Pacific removed offices on its 25 floors to create open layouts with
lots of natural light. While employees will no longer have permanent desks, they will have the option to move
between a sit/stand desk, an individual “focus room” for heads-down work, a huddle room for small group
work, or a larger conference room. Hoteling refers to the short-term provision of non-permanent office space
to a worker—essentially “renting” a desk for the amount of time you need it.
When looking into the renovation, the company learned that its conference rooms designed for 10-12 people
usually only had three or four using them.
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“Meetings just changed over time,” Kennedy said.
“We just had all these people working together in
small groups, versus traditional board meetings
where you have one person talking and 11 people
sitting there listening to an update. You’re always
going to have a few of those, but that’s not the
bulk of our meetings.”
Each floor will now feature 20 focus rooms, 10
larger conference rooms, and 10 huddle rooms,
all equipped with technologies to connect with
remote employees via Skype, along with a number
of other casual meeting areas. The first wave
employees will enter the new office in April.
Mobility was a key factor in the decision to
create the hoteling desk system, Kennedy said.
Employees will have the ability to move around
the floor as well as between floors, and will have
the technology to connect seamlessly from any
location.
A mobile application allows them to book desks
or rooms from any location. And each worker
will receive a wireless headset that works within a
300-foot range, so they can walk into a focus room
to take a call.
Desks will be equipped with dual monitors, a
keyboard, a webcam, and a universal dock to plug
their laptop into via USB.
“We’ve hidden most of the technology in the
workstation, so they just see the USB cord there
and the simplicity of just plugging the USB into
their laptop, and everything works,” Kennedy said.

THE MODERN WORKPLACE
Hoteling office systems are becoming increasingly
common, according to Forrester analyst Dave
Johnson. “Companies are thinking about it from
a workplace transformation perspective,” Johnson
said. “It’s not just hot desking, it’s about trying
to understand more about how employees work
best, what flexibility they need, and what kinds of
technologies best support that.”
Drivers include wanting to make better use of
real estate, as well as providing a better employee
experience, Johnson said.
Organizations have experimented with office
layouts to drive costs down for several years, said
Brian Kropp, an HR practice leader at Gartner.
“When organizations move to this environment,
they can decrease direct costs on real estate
expense, but they run the risk of decreasing
productivity and performance by driving down
innovation and making it harder for employees to
make relationships with each other,” Kropp said.
“To be successful, you have to be super thoughtful
about how work gets done, and make sure that the
hotelling arrangement doesn’t inhibit the ability of
the organization to continue to innovate.”
Employees tend to embrace the idea of having a
more flexible way to work, Kropp said. Work-life
balance is now seen as a must-have for most
employees, particularly in the tech sector: 74% of
North American office workers report that they
would quit their job to work for another company
that allowed them to work from home.
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“There is a huge expectation of flexibility that
employees have,” Kropp said. “Employees now
believe that they should be able to work on whatever,
from wherever, in whatever format makes the most
sense for that particular set of tasks. And the idea is
if you really want to drive productivity, you actually
need different types of workspaces.”

“A lot of companies have been
moving to a more communal
office space layout over the
past few years, and that’s
been catastrophic for people’s
ability to do deep work.”
—Dave Johnson

Benefits and challenges depend largely on how a
system like this is implemented, Johnson said. If the
technology is enabled the right way, “benefits overall
are a lot less friction to the ability to move around the office and work in different locations, or move between
home and the office, without having to carry stuff with you,” Johnson said.
However, workers also may become disengaged if they feel like they don’t have a home in the office, with their
photos, awards, and other knick-knacks, Kropp said. One potential solution may be to have a digital picture
frame at each hoteling desk that can recognize the user when they log in, and display their photos.
When moving to a more modern office layout, companies often don’t consider the user experience enough, in
terms of technology performance and how much flexibility employees need for applications, Johnson said. “If
employees perceive that as part of this hot-desking initiative, they’re going to lose the ability to install software
or get other things that they need, that can be a negative,” Johnson added.
Companies have gained a greater awareness of employees’ needs to escape busy cubicle or open office areas to
get deep work done, Johnson said. “A lot of companies have been moving to a more communal office space
layout over the past few years, and that’s been catastrophic for people’s ability to do deep work,” he said. “They
have to have some place they can escape to, to focus and concentrate.”

TIPS FOR YOUR COMPANY
Before starting the renovation, the company built out a small section on one floor to test different technologies
related to IT, facilities, and furniture. This also acted as a pilot space for employees to come see elements of the
project once they were chosen. “They had fears of incredibly tiny desks, and were just imagining the worst,”
Kennedy said. “Once they saw it, the overall response was, ‘I can’t wait.’”
The pilot specifically taught the team that support for the technology would be key, Kennedy said. There
were also some issues with technology integrations. “They were things we would have learned throughout
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the implementation, but if we hadn’t done them in advance, they would have pushed us past our deadline,”
Kennedy said.
Georgia-Pacific also set up a website with videos and demonstrations of the new space and tech, as well as put
out regular communications about the project.
Before undergoing an office renovation project like this, Kennedy recommends interviewing employees at all
levels and parts of the business to get an idea of what they need from a technology and space perspective.
“Reach out to your current technology partners, and see what they’re working on to really be up-to-date,”
Kennedy said. Looking to other innovative companies in your area and learning their best practices is also
helpful, he added. In the end, it’s not just getting the latest and greatest technology, but learning what will fit
your company’s work culture, Kennedy said.
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CAN A SMART OFFICE MAKE YOUR
TEAM MORE PRODUCTIVE TOO?
BY MARK SAMUELS

IT leaders can use connected technologies and services to create agile workspaces. These smart offices
represent the future of the corporate environment, but what do such developments mean for the roles
and responsibilities of CIOs? Five experts give their views and suggest where IT leaders should focus their
attention.

1. CONCENTRATE ON MAKING PEOPLE PRODUCTIVE
J. P. Gownder, principal analyst at Forrester, says the smart office represents a new opportunity for employees
and the IT leaders who manage collaboration. He says CIOs have spent a great deal of time and energy during
the past decade ensuring staff can work from anywhere.
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“CIOs have succeeded in helping employees be more successful while on the road, at client sites, or even at
home,” he says. “Yet they’ve spent relatively less time optimising working conditions within the office, relying
upon sub-optimal technologies like traditional videoconferencing and audioconferencing, and non-digital
whiteboards.”
Gownder says the good news is developments associated to the smart office will change this dynamic,
allowing for better collaboration inside offices. As a result, just as CIOs have helped workers become far more
productive on the move over the past decade, in the next ten years, they will focus on making teams of people
more productive.
“Using technologies such as large-format touchscreens, like Microsoft Surface Hub or Prysm, voice-controlled
intelligent agents, like Amazon Alexa for Business, virtual, augmented, and mixed reality, like Microsoft
HoloLens or HTC Vive Pro, and an increasing number of artificially intelligent software tools, we will equip
individuals and teams to work better together, with help from intelligent machines,” says Gownder.

2. LOOK FOR VALUE FROM CREATIVE EXPERIMENTS
Matt Ballantine, independent CIO advisor, also recognises that while people use smart devices to communicate
and collaborate from any location, the enterprise firewall remains a problem. “The future is now—until we
enter the office,” he says. “At that point, anything smart or connected gets stopped at reception.”
Ballantine says the world of IT has been talking about “bring your own device” for a decade, and therein lies
a big part of the problem. Work services, he adds, are partitioned and sandboxed, and made immune and
incapable of integrating with anything useful. “BYOD has become the art of making the useful as useless as
possible,” he says.
The desire for centralised control, which has scuppered BYOD, might also derail attempts to improve
workplaces through digital advancements. Ballantine says organisations that want to make the most of smart
working must focus on the areas, such as productivity, that are hard to measure.
“You can then begin to understand initiatives to improve workspaces - physical and digital - in the context of
driving value, rather than merely driving cost efficiency,” he says. “CIOs can focus on the right things, and think
about where creative use of new technology can be experimentally deployed to see what happens.”
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3. TWEAK EXISTING
CAPABILITY TO DEVELOP
SMARTER WORKSPACES
Phil Lewis, director of digital experience at retailer
Boden, says his firm recently moved into a new office
space in London. The organisation has made a big
investment in getting the new space up and running.
There has been a strong focus on agile working,
but Lewis says much of the technology effort has
focused on what might be perceived as the basic
infrastructural elements. There are, for example, no
voice-activated systems.

“From smart lighting and
3D printing, to large-format
touchscreens and voicecontrolled agents, the office of
the future is being reshaped
by connected technologies.”
—Dave Lounsbury

Yet Lewis recognises further change in smart offices is coming. Rather than being the sole preserve of an
isolated facilities team, office design involves a much boarder, business-wide consultation process. The result is
that Boden is using technology to help make its new office space work smarter on behalf of it staff.
“So, we pay for all of our food using an app and digital currency that’s linked up to your debit card. You don’t
have to get your card out every time to pay because you’ve always got your phone,” says Lewis.
“Some of things we’re looking to do involve using the phone as an entry pass. It’s all about how we can you use
the capabilities within the phones to make life around the office easier. Little things like that can help make a
big difference.”

4. MAKE SURE SYSTEMS AND SERVICES ARE
INTEROPERABLE
Dave Lounsbury, chief technical officer at independent standards specialist The Open Group, warns CIOs
that the Internet of Things will transform workspaces. “From smart lighting and 3D printing, to largeformat touchscreens and voice-controlled agents, the office of the future is being reshaped by connected
technologies,” he says.
Lounsbury says smart devices can yield major business benefits in terms of automating operations, driving
growth and improving working practices. Yet organisations must also think about how to ensure the
interoperability of smart technologies, so they can effectively communicate and interact with their surrounding
environment.
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“We are already seeing the initiative to adopt connected technology moving to the edge. Going forward,
migration to the digital world will be led by technology-savvy product teams, which will be coordinated by
business and enterprise architectures,” he says.
“CIOs will need to ensure that they have the necessary development methodologies, tools and infrastructures
in place to make sure they can meet business needs. In addition, CIOs will need to ensure valuable corporate
data is collected and protected, and to make sure the data and infrastructure is used across the business.”

5. BE CAREFUL OF USING DATA TO MONITOR BEHAVIOUR
Digital advisor Andrew Marks also notes the rate of change, suggesting the reliability of cloud-based services
means modern CIOs have a new set of concerns when it comes to office systems. As the nature of work has
changed, and employees work from a range of locations, so the extent of the smart office continues to grow.
Marks says the use of voice-controlled technologies, such as Alexa, means the reliance on connectivity is
growing further. As the number of devices swells, so the value of assets - and the data held across the smart
office - rises commensurately. Wary IT leaders are matching increase in connectivity with investments in
security technology.
Real-time data monitoring, says Marks, creates a fingerprint, reflecting employee working time, activity and
habits. The platforms that collate these results might have been created to flag anomalous activity to human
and AI agents, yet they also help sponsor a closer monitoring of worker behaviour as a bi-product.
Marks says this information could be used in unintended ways. “A whole new highly confidential data
set becomes owned by the CIO, and one that is likely to be used more frequently to corroborate staff
performance,” he says, suggesting developments associated to the smart office could lead to a new era of
behaviour monitoring.
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DROPBOX, AIRBNB, 99DESIGNS
OFFICE FIT-OUTS HINT AT THE FUTURE
OF WORK
BY JONATHAN CHADWICK

In 2014, Dropbox announced the opening of its first Australian office, in Sydney, as a local base for the
company’s APAC operations. Once Martin Place was settled upon as a location, the company reached out to
Gensler, a design and architecture firm that has also completed office fit-outs globally for Facebook, Airbnb,
and Etsy.
Speaking to ZDNet, Gensler managing director for Australia Tom Owens and marketing specialist Andrew
Waddle said that while some of their clients provide a very detailed brief for a new office space, Dropbox was
slightly different.
“They came to us with a very specific and unusual request: To give them a home,” Owens said. “They wanted a
home for their staff. We decided to take that literally, but flip it a little bit.”
For the fit-out, Gensler embraced elements that would recreate a typical Australian residential home, from the
embedded ‘welcome mat’ just within the office entrance, to the meeting room that doubles as a dining room,
and the ‘outdoor’ courtyard.
Owens said that the design had to ease the ‘flow’ of employee movement, which was achieved by a very
open design without set physical boundaries between rooms. As much as 50 percent of the design fit-out was
dedicated to the office’s communal spaces, he told ZDNet.
Dropbox Sydney’s office foyer leads to the living room, a big break-out area furnished with long sofas in front
of wall-mounted big screens. Owens described it as the ‘showpiece’ of the office, a place where employees
would all gravitate to throughout the day, for one-on-one chats, presentations, all-hands meetings, or after-work
events.
Next to the living area is the bar and kitchen area, where employees have breakfast, lunch, and dinner catered
for them every day, as an extra chance to be able to check-in with each other. There are also a variety of
meeting rooms and booths dotted around the office, one of which is next to a walk-in garden.
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Dropbox’s Sydney office focuses on open spaces (Image: Katherine Lu)

Greenery is in abundance around the whole office, for health and psychological benefits, but also in keeping
with the feel of a home, Owens said. The windows are also vast and span entire walls, reducing the need
for artificial light. The office also has multiple ‘Dropstops’—IT help desks dotted around the office where
employees can flag issues and connect with the A/V technology.
Rather than having the rigid, set-in-stone personal work spaces such as desks or secluded booths, the fit-out
gave Dropbox employees the choice to work anywhere they felt comfortable, just like a family member in the
home. By embracing a variety of different workspaces and encouraging movement, employees are more likely
to interact, which can lead to improved employee productivity and relationships, as well as better workplace
ergonomics.
“It’s all about giving them choice in how and where they want to work through the day, through the rhythm of
the day, even before work, after work,” Waddle stressed. “The space is designed to encourage bumps and those
serendipitous encounters throughout the day.”
“If their task changes, their needs change, they can move and have that change adapt to them,” he added.
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One of Dropbox’s meeting rooms is situated next to a walk-in garden (image: Katherine Lu)

The benefit of Dropbox as a product is how it enables remote working for employees all around the world. For
Dropbox as a company, was such an accommodating design part of an attempt to bring their own employees
back to the office?
“What we’ve noticed is that when companies have made an effort to reduce their footprint globally and ask
people to work from home, they get a certain output from that,” Owens said. “And what happened is, they
didn’t have a place to go, nobody was meeting anymore, and then you lose touch.”
“People start to get disconnected from the rest of their colleagues because they may see them on the screen but
you really need to have a face-to-face. [Dropbox employees] want to be together when they’re working, even
though they know they can be separate. They can be anywhere in the world and still work together, but this is
how they work best—together.”
On whether the future of work of work will be more office-based or telecommuting-based, Owens said that it
will continue to depend on the company, their industry, and their requirements.
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“I think each company dictates how they work best together. If you’re purely sales, it’s a very different response
than if you’re engineers or if you’re in insurance or if you’re a lawyer. A lot of companies require face-to-face;
some can do it over Skype.
“That’s the workplace of the future in our opinion: It’s choice—you give them the flexibility to move around,
to work in a quiet zone and an open zone, in a focus zone, in their workstation, in the kitchen, wherever it is,
you have to give it to them, you have to design it purposefully for them to be able to use it.”
“You need a place that everyone can call their own and it’s all about fostering that sense of community,”
Waddle added. “The more that the workplace aligns with the company’s core values is really critical.”

AIRBNB

Airbnb’s moto of “be anywhere” was applied to its new Sydney office (image: James Horan)
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In May 2015, Sydney-based design firm The Bold Collective received a call from the offices of Airbnb in San
Francisco, asking if it would be interested in working on a workplace project. Airbnb’s Sydney office at the time
was very small, The Bold Collective’s design director Monika Branagan told ZDNet, and the online marketplace had located a new premises in Surry Hills that would better accommodate its fast-growing team.
The Bold Collective accepted the project and Branagan and a colleague were flown to Airbnb’s San Fransisco
office to spend time soaking up the company environment and thinking how that could be translated to a
resdesign in Sydney.
“[The San Francisco office] is quite a spectacular office, it’s got 800 staff over multiple floors, so it’s their main
campus,” Branagan told ZDNet. “It has multiple floors with a central void that goes all the way through the
whole building. And so basically you can see all aspects as you walk around the perimeter of the void, you can
look down and see all of the different work settings and meeting rooms.”
The Bold Collective wanted to embrace the same element of hospitality that Airbnb says is part of its critical
company values. At the core of Airbnb is the connection between people and spaces, The Bold Collective said,
and Airbnb wanted to transport that to the new Sydney workspace. So each meeting room of the Surry Hills
office would resemble the interior of a typical Airbnb listing around the world.

Airbnb Sydney’s meeting rooms were inspired by listings on its website (Image: James Horan)
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“Within each office around the world the local team there chooses their favourite listings that they’ve stayed
in,” Branagan said. “One was ‘in Cuba’ ... that was a great fun over-the-top room, [with a] stencil-tiled floor and
faux marbled columns and some pretty hideous clashing colours on the cornices and rosettes.”
The company also designed a ‘Kangaroo Valley’ lounge room, with a typically Australian feel, and a Swedish
archipelago room with graphics on the back wall to give the feel of looking through a window onto a coastline.
And although they all focused on aesthetics, functionality was built in from the start, Branagan stressed. Part
of the challenge was integrating standard modern-day office equipment into such a residential space without it
looking out of place.
“There are acoustic ceilings in every area; we lined these quiet nooks with custom shagpile that looks a little
bit like coral on the wall,” she said. “Functionality of each room was determined a lot by the A/V that we put
in there, so they really wanted each room to be performing to its optimum in terms of what activity would be
happening in each work setting.”
Airbnb wanted to increase the flow of employee movement around the new office and offer employees more
choice on where they could work. As well as the meeting rooms, spaced around the office are collaborative
booths, a ‘brainstorming area’, a big break-out area, and quiet space nooks, styled to look like board-clad huts
on the Victorian coastline.

Airbnb’s Sydney office was give more of a residential than a corporate feel (image: James Horan)
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On completion around five months later, the end result was a space that could easily be mistaken for the home
of a large family, rather than the regional office of global company. And while Airbnb Sydney still welcomes
remote working as an option for its staff, coming to work to be with their team is something employees choose
to do rather than are forced to do, Branagan said.
“The core element that Airbnb looks for in all their offices is attitude of hospitality,” she said. “Their spaces
need to be hospitable and very inviting. Their staff and clients and general visitors need to feel very relaxed,
almost a little bit homely. It’s obviously a very non-corporate space but also not a typical workspace; it has that
more residential feel to it and homely softness.”
“They are encouraged to work anywhere; Airbnb’s tagline of ‘belong anywhere’ is applied to all their
workplaces,” said Branagan.

99DESIGNS

99designs’ Melbourne office was inspired by “the great Melbourne cafe” (image: 99designs)
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99designs is an online marketplace that connects over 220,000 freelance graphic designers to businesses around
the world. Founded just over 10 years ago when spun off from SitePoint, the startup moved to San Francisco
in 2010 before relocating its headquarters back to Melbourne late last year in preparation for listing on the
ASX.
99designs CEO Patrick Llewellyn oversaw the redevelopment of the company’s new headquarters in
Richmond. The company used Breathe Architecture for a design that would replicate the casual feel of ‘the
great Melbourne cafe’. At the time, Breathe was more used to doing restaurant fittings, Llewellyn told ZDNet.
“We chose them over perhaps more traditional office architects at the time because it was really important we
had a design feel that we felt matched our personality,” he said. “We wanted a fluid space, we wanted an open
plan. We needed meeting rooms ...we wanted a kitchen area, a cafe seating area, a communal table—they were
kind of our must-haves. I think the cafe vibe is probably a bit quintessentially Australian, certainly Melbourne.
We’ve always believed in the power of caffeine.”
Llewellyn said that 99designs’ office building was formerly a knitting mill, meaning it already had plenty of
natural light from 20-plus foot high walls, expansive areas for all-hands meetings and developer events, and old
wooden floors that would fit with the ‘boutique’ vibe.

Meeting rooms were built into the main space (image: 99designs
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99designs employees all have their own personal space, although there is an area of stand-up desks that they
can hot-desk on. New employees can choose their own laptop, the number of monitors, and either a sitting or
standing desk. And although employees do have their own space, they’re not set in stone; their designated spot
can move when they start working on different projects.
“There’s a fair bit of fluidity and people move around the office,” Llewellyn added. “People sit in the cafe.
People go to quiet rooms, people lie on bean bags. It’s a lot less cubicle-like. I think that helps for productivity
to have space where people can go and switch up the day.
“People were pretty unhappy in our last office. We were on a number of floors and we really didn’t like being
spread out, it really impacted communication and morale all round. So moving to a nice big floor plate that
allows everyone to be on the same floor has been really beneficial and really improved productivity, just because
it’s a lot easier to communicate but also to have a sense of togetherness.”

Unconventional office features could be an important part of attracting talent going forward (image: 99designs)
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Breathe Architecture also installed ‘glass tank-like’ meeting rooms with long glass walls and vortex soundproofting within the main space, as well as exercise areas, showers, and a ‘wellness room’ for returning mothers
or just any employee to rest and recuperate.
Llewellyn said that going forward, extra features like these will be an important part of competing for talent, as
well as keeping employees coming into the office to work, especially as newer generations rely more on distant
forms of communication.
“I think we’ll continue to see levels of remote access increase, because the newer generation is just much more
comfortable in that communication format. Kids don’t talk on phone as much as they do chat. You date via
chat. Messaging is the new communication medium. But then I also think video and livestreaming, we’re really
at the beginning and I think we’ll see more and more of that.
Llewellyn added that organisations are at “the precipice” of working out how to incorporate remote and
work-from-home workers, which will mean that the office space will continue to evolve. Different employees
will ultimately have different preferences over whether to telecommute or work in the office; the important
thing is for a company to give them the choice, he added.
“We have people who work from home because of family commitments and we certainly provide flexibility in
this office for people for people to work from home. We encourage people to work from the office because
we like the collaboration that occurs in person but we also value the flexibility of providing them the ability to
work from home. I think the future office will continue to augment with remote and work-from-home just
because all organisations today are thinking about how to go where the talent is.
“I’m friends with people who have completely 100 percent remote organisations. And that’s a really interesting
development. We’re only just at the beginning of that. I think trying to build a culture within that framework is
really an interesting challenge but it’s one that we’ll see more and more people take on over the next 20 years as
global accessibility continues to evolve.”
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